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Titan Vehicle
Management Software
The Titan system has been developed for the business that needs a
reliable, powerful system that is foremost easy to understand and
use. With basic training on a new site of only 1 hour to use the
system efficiently this software is the ideal system for any business
that needs to weigh.
Titan is developed in South Africa for the African market and
has many features including boom control, Traffic light control,
Camera Capturing, basic invoicing and many more features.
All transaction can be printed through the filtered report function
and can be also be exported to Text, Xls, Xml, HTML thus
making analysis of data very easy to accomplish.
Below a list of some of the functions.
* Multi Level Password Protection.
* Operator Identification per weigh.
* Secure SQL Database (Client Server Application)
* Outstanding ease of use.
* Full Reporting with Exporting to Xls, Xml, HTML, text
* Report scheduling can print, export or email a report on the
scheduled date and time.
* System fully customizable to business needs
* Weighing with known mass.
* Multiple axle weighing methods
* Multi axle weighing with overload detection.
* History of all axle overloads.
* Complies with latest axle weight legislation.
* Platform weighing.
* Weight comparison with customer/supplier Weight.

* System auto detects weigh types (Dispatching / Receiving).
* Multi Bridge weighing either as combined weight or by selected bridge.
* Weight comparison with external invoicing systems.
* Public weighing.
* Traffic department setup.
* Slip printer, Impact Printer, Laser printer ticket printing.
* Ticket printing completely customizable to customer’s needs.
* Ticket emailing.
* 24hour support.
* Support Desk with remote access capabilities to solve all software
issues immediately and remotely.
* Report printing with images captured from cameras
* Tare mass capturing plus history of previous tares
* Multi Weigh function for shorter bridges
* Camera image capturing up to 8 pictures per weigh.
* Indicator setup with wizard (Serial and IP indicators)
* Configure the system to suite your needs with more than 800
setting combinations.
* Boom and traffic light controls.
* Help on system
* Fully illustrated 80 plus page manual
* Regular updates to comply with latest windows and industry
requirements (runs on win XP, vista, 7, 8, 8.1 and windows 10).
* We cater for special custom settings as per customer requirements.
* Many - many more functions
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